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We report on a new method to make
nanostructures, in this case selenium
nanowires, in aqueous solution at room
temperature. We used the protein cytochrome
c~to reduce selenate (SeO~) to selenium (SeO).
Cytochrome c, is known for its ability to
catalyze reduction of metals including
U“’+U’”, CrW+@’, MoW+Mo’”, @+CuO
Pb’’+PbO,Hg’’+HgO. ‘3’5Nanoparticles of Se:
precipitated from an aqueous solution at room
temperature, followed by spontaneous self-
assembling into nanowires. Cytochrome c~was
extracted from the sulfate-reducing bacteria
Desu~ovibrio vzdgaris (strain Hildenborough)
and isolated by the procedure of DerVartanian
and Legall.’b

The tetraheme cytochrome c, was reduced
by sodium dithionite (Na.#204). The redox
potentials of the heme cofactor range from -
50mV to -350mV.” The center of each heme of
the cytochrome c, contains an iron atom that
can be reduced and oxidized reversibly.

1.5Fe’’’-cytochromec, + 3S,0~ + ~0 =
1.5Fe’’-cytochromec, + 6SO~ + 8H+ (1)

The reduced cytochrome c, catalyzed the
reduction of selenat~

1.5Fe’’-cytochromec, + SeO~ + 81Y=
l,5Fe’’[-cytochromec, + Se”+ -O (2)

Cytochrome c, reduction (equation 1) and
oxidation (equation 2) were conducted at 25oC
in a solution with a stoichiometric ratio of
selenate/dithionite slightly. greater than one.
The solution with dithionite and cytochrome c,
was placed in a Hewlett-Packard 8452 diode
array spectrometer and monitored by UV-
visible light. Then selenate was added. The
overall reaction was very fast as indicated by
instantaneous oxidation of cytochrome Cv
figure 1.
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Figure 1. Oxidation of cytochrome” c~(Cyt c,- –
reduced) in a sodium dithionite solution after
addition of an excess of sodium selenate.

The overall reaction was very fast as
indicated by instantaneous oxidation of
cytochrome cw figure 1. Preapitation of Se”
was indicated after one week when the
solution turned red. The monoclinic
modification of selenium is red. A few drops
of the selenium suspension were deposited
onto a carbon-coated grid and rinsed with de-
ionized water to remove soluble salts. The grid
was placed into a Jeol JEM-201Otransmission
electron rniaoscope (TEM)Jequipped with an
Oxford Link ISIS energy dispersive
spectrometxy (EDS) system. The microscope
was operated at 200.keV. The preapitate was
analyzed for chemical composition and
morphology. Crystal structure information
was obtained using selected area electron
diffraction (SAED). Nanosize particles with

ljj)spherical shape and an average diameter of “
nm were found. SAED showed the precipitate
to consist of a mixture of well-crystallized
monoclinic and amorphous particles.
Eventually, exposure of the crystallized

(2).
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another factor of three to develop light ion driven inertial fusion. At the present time funds

have been diverted from light ions to research on z-pinches.

The use of wire arrays with a large number of wires has resulted in remarkable improve-

ments in radiated power from a z-pinch (- 200 TW). Furthermore, z-pinches have generated
thermal x-rays4 with high total energy (> 2 MJ), and high efficiency (> 15%), which can be
used to drive hohlraums to high temperatures (> 150 eV). These attributes make z-pinches an
attractive option for driving inertial fusion. However, up until recently there has been no seri-
ous contemplation of how z-pinch driven fusion could be used to economically generate elec-
trical energy. The reason for this is the apparent lack of a practical means of providing
“standoff” between the z-pinch and the expensive hardware needed to drive the pinch. As an

example the present state of the art Z accelerator has aluminium stainless steel electrodes
weighing several tons, which deliver the power to the z-pinch. These electrodes are expensive,
and would be damaged if the z-pinch ignited a high yield inertial fision capsule. We review the
merit of several possible means of providing standoff for z-pinch. The most promising is the
Recyclable Transmission Line (RTL). This concept emerged at a workshop5 at Sandia National
Laboratories and developed further at the Snowmass6 workshop on Fusion Energy.

Z-pinch standoff options

Fast projectiles

One possible approach is to use a high velocity projectile to compress a seed magnetic
field. The compression of the field can generate the large current required to drive a z-pinch. A
schematic of this aDDrOaCh is shown in the first figure.-----------

, projectile ~

Figure 1. A schematic of a fast projectile generating current for a z-pinch
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The projectile is shown as a pancake shaped object to maximize its area so that the projectile
kinetic energy can be transferred quickly to the magnetic field. A plasma opening switch is
shown to shorten the current pulse, since this approach has difficulty generating short current
pulses. This is illustrated by calculating the required area of a projectile moving at 10 km/s.
The result is

2Epw) 500~*
A .— .

projectile
= B@pvo B&U~

(2)

where it is assumed the flux is compressed by the factor q = 10 and the projectile energy is

Ep = 20 MJ. As can be seen from this expression the area is quite large unless the initial seed
field can be made very large B >>1Tesla and/or the pulse length is long. Perhaps a large seed
field can be generated by an electron beam7.

Ion beams and inverse diodes

Standoff could be provided by using an ion beam to deliver power to an inverse diode as
shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 A schematic of an ion beam driven z-pinch

The inverse diode is a magnetically insulated gap, which also serves as a transmission line to
deliver current to the z-pinch. The cathode side is constructed from a thin foil that allows the
ions to pass through delivering their current to the anode. This current then flows through the z-
pinch wire assembly and back to the cathode foil. The voltage at the pinch, VP, needs to be
only about 8 MV and thus the magnetic field strength needed is modest, e.g. a 1 cm gap would
require a 2.7 Tesla field. Note that since the inverse diode assembly is much larger than an iner-
tial fusion capsule, the tolerable ion divergence is much larger than for the standard ion beam
driven inertial fhsion scenario. As an example a beam with 30 mrad of divergence could hit a
15 cm radius assembly at a standoff distance of 5 m. Self-pinched beam transport could allow
even larger standoff distances.
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The z-pinch current, ID,must be very large, approximately 60 MA. The kinetic energy of

the beam ions should be j;st enough to allow them to cross the gap against the voltage, which
is driving the z-pinch current. The volt?ge to drive this current does not have to be hirger than 8
MV. It is not practical to construct an ion diode with an impedance of only 0.13 ohms. This
problem can be overcome by accelerating nonprotonic ions in a singly charged state and then
stripping the ions as they enter the inverse diode assembly. Assuming that the ions are stripped
to a charge state Z the impedance of the diode will be

v
Zd= fz~ .

P

(3)

As an example, the diode impedance would be approximately 6.5 ohms using nitrogen (2=7).
Since efficient power coupling is essential, the beam should be accelerated in two-stages. A
diode with a 25 cm radius could provide the necessary current using an A-K gap of 1 cm in the
first stage. The second stage would have a gap somewhat larger than the first stage.

A potential problem in the inverse diode is that the large space-charge of the beam current
is sufficient to generate a virtual-anode that would reflect the ion beam. unless, electrons can
effectively neutralize this space-chaqe. The effectiveness of the electron neutralization
depends on electromagnetic fluctuations that allow them to cross magnetic field lines. Analytic
theory8 and numerical simulations suggest this process is very effective. However, this pro-
cess would have to be studied experimentally. Another potential problem is that the anode of
the inverse diode will become a plasma and thus a source of ions. This will result in a loss of
efficiency. The problem may be reduced by using a high-z material for the anode, but surface
contamination will probably still be a problem. This approach has complex physics issues that
must be resolved. Also the inverse diode will be destroyed on each shot. Since it is a moder-
ately complicated piece of equipment this approach may not be cost effective.

RecyclabIe Transmission Lines

The simplest option for standoff is to construct a portion of the transmission lines that
delivers current to the z-pinch out of material that can be recycled. We shall refer to this por-
tion of the transmission line as the RTL (Recyclable Transmission Line) which is Iabelled in
Fig. 3. The labelled RTL portion of the transmission line will be blown up with each detonation
of the capsule located within the z-pinch. Then the entire assembly will be replaced with a new
one for the next detonation. A coaxial feed is shown with a dynamic hohlrauml” capsule. The
use of doubled ended z-pinch driven hohlraum’1 would require the use of a triaxial feed. The
connection between the recyclable and the permanent part of the transmission line is at the top
of the reactor chamber. Only a small portion of the first wall at the top of the containment
chamber is shown. Notice that the vacuum interface does not see the blast directly and could be
a large distance from the opening in the reactor chamber (the schematic is not to scale). The

12 beets, or cast .RTL could be constructed from wires , s ‘3 Wires have the advantage of easy
alignment, but the anode side may form a source of ions when the wires explode. The use of
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thin sheets possibly strengthened by wires would not be as easy to align, but should not pro-

duce a source of ions on the anode side. The cost of constructing an RTL with these techniques
should be approximately proportional to the total mass, e.g. stainless steel costs about $3/kg.
However, one could construct a very low mass RTL with these two approaches. Calculations
indicate that a total mass less than 1 kg results in an acceptable amount of electrode motion in
response to magnetic pressure. The use of a casting technique could result in an even lower
cost, which should be almost independent of the mass of the RTL. A particularly attractive
option 13is to use a lithium compound such as FLiBe, which would be in the reactor anyway to

provide cooling and tritium breeding. The RTL must have the proper dimensions so that it
operates as a self magnetically insulated transmission line. Efficient power flow has been dem-
onstrated with a gap do = 2 mm near the z-pinch.
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Figure 3. A schematic of a Recyclable Transmission Line
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We shall assume a fixed gap in a disk transmission line out to a radius r. determined by mag-
netic insulation. To maintain magnetic insulation the gap voltage must be less than the critical
voltage

r%$ ‘Ldoc,Vc = Bdoc =
2nro

(4)

where 1Pis the peak current and FL is the fraction of the peak current that is needed before
the RTL will be self magnetically insulated. The voltage across the disk RTL is approximately

(5)

where $ is the current rise time, where r#f are the initiaUfinal radius of the z-pinch. The result
of solving eq. (4) and eq. (5) with the values IP=60 MA, q=2 cm, rf=3 mm, hp=2 cm, FL=.1,
yields a value for r. of approximately 0.5 m. As shown in Fig. 3, the disk transmission line is
attached to a coaxial (tri-axial for two pinches) at ro. The gap cannot be maintained at do, but
must increase to maintain magnetic insulation. We set the voltage across the gap equal to the

. critical voltage and obtain the solution

d(z) = doexp(~z), where ~ = 1

ctr& “
(6)

The voltage at the beginning of the RTL (where it attaches to the permanent part of the
transmission line) can then be found from the magnetic insulation condition, eq. (4). The
results are plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of the length of the coaxial (or tri-axial) part of the
RTL.
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Figure 4. The RTL input voltage as a function of length
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The three curves are Iabelled by the pulse risetime. This will be roughly the voltage at the stack
for each of the permanent transmission lines that feeds the convolute. In this scenario, the con-
volute is assumed to be permanent.

It is interesting to make an estimate of the minimum yield that allows a balance between
the cost of recycling the transmission line and the price that the resulting electricity can be sold
for. The minimum yield can be estimated from the formula

(CTOT L1&k 1

)
Y = ~+——,min

E 2&mac~E~
(7)

where CE is the price of electricity, and CTm is the cost of the RTL, the z-pinch and the cap-
sule. The cost of casting an RTL has been estimated 14at CRm =S0.70. Assuming $.05/kW-hr,

CTm=$l.OO (assume the capsule assembly costs $030)> a machine efficiency ‘math J of ls~”~
and electrical generating efficiency, EC, of 30% the minimum yield as calculate from eq” 6 is
plotted in Figure 5. Estimates indicate that 3-4 m of standoff will be sufficient for a yield of
several GJ if the blast is mitigated by appropriate materials 13.
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Figure 5. Minimum fusion yield as a function of the length of the RTL

The minimum yield is approximately 800 MJ for a transmission length of 4 m. Efficient gener-
ation of electricity (Low recirculating power) will require a yield at least four times larger or
about 3-4 GJ. Although this is larger than the yields expected for other inertial fusion energy
approaches, it is not unreasonably large. For comparison the Pacer 15concept would have used
yields of roughly 4000 GJ. It should be noted that the higher yields allow a reduction in the
. .
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repetition rate. A shot rate of 0.3 hertz would yield approximately 1 GW thermal. Lower shot
rate allows more time to clear and/or pump out the reactor between shots.

Future Work

Several options that could provide standoff for z-pinch driven fusion energy have been
reviewed. The most straightforward is the Recyclable Transmission Line (RTL). Experiments
are needed to determine the feasibility of this concept. FLiBe (Fluorine Lithium Beryllium) is
an insulator and therefore must be coated with some conducting material. The behavior of self
magnetically insulated transmission lines depends of the electrode material. This is not simply
a function of the conductivity, e.g. stainless steel works well, but aluminium does not. It is
believed that the electron emission and breakdown behavior are critical. We need to determine
what materials have suitable electron emission characteristics and can be readily separated
from the reactor coolant. Tin and lead are possible candidates. The first experiments should
determine if electrodes with surfaces composed of these materials will operate efficiently as
self magnetically insulated transmission lines. Once suitable materials have been identified a
scaled experiment can be done by fixing the ratio 1# to approximately 1 MA/cm, so that the
magnetic pressure will be the same as expected in a reactor RTL. Since the AK gap needs to be
at least 2 mm, the inner radius of a coaxial transmission line should be several cm and thus a
pulsed power driver is needed that can deliver several MA, e.g. the Saturn accelerator.

In addition to RTL experimental demonstration, a detailed reactor design should be initi-

ated. Firmer estimates are needed of the cost of recycling materials from the transmission line,

the capsule, and the z-pinch. The damage of the vacuum insulator under indirect exposure to

the reactor materials and neutrons needs to be studied and the lifetime of the convolute needs

to be determined.
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